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FICTION
Albertalli, Becky. Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens A genda. “Sixteen-year-old, not-so-openly-gay Simon Spier is
blackmailed into playing wingman for his classmate or else his sexual identity--and that of his pen pal--will be
revealed"-- Provided by publisher. TEEN FICTION ALBERTA
Bardugo, Leigh. Six of Crows. “Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing
that might stand between the world and destruction--if they don't kill each other first"-- Provided by publisher.
TEEN FICTION BARDUGO
Barakiva, Michael. One Man Guy. When Alek's high-achieving, Armenian-American parents send him to
summer school, he thinks his summer is ruined. But then he meets Ethan, who opens his world in a series of
truly unexpected ways"-- Provided by publisher. TEEN FICTION BARAKIV
Black, Holly. The Darkest Part of the Forest. In the town of Fairfold, where humans and fae exist side by side,
a boy with horns on his head and ears as pointed as knives awakes after generations of sleep in a glass coffin
in the woods, causing Hazel to be swept up in new love, shift her loyalties, feel the fresh sting of betrayal, and
to make a secret sacrifice to the faerie king. TEEN FICTION BLACK
Farizan, Sara. Tell Me A gain How a Crush Should Feel. High school junior Leila's Persian heritage already
makes her different from her classmates at Armstead Academy, and if word got out that she liked girls life
would be twice as hard, but when a new girl, Saskia, shows up, Leila starts to take risks she never thought she
would, especially when it looks as if the attraction between them is mutual, so she struggles to sort out her
growing feelings by confiding in her old friends. TEEN FICTION FARIZAN
Konigsburg, Bill. Openly Straight. Tired of being known as "the gay kid", Rafe Goldberg decides to assume a
new persona when he comes east and enters an elite Massachusetts prep school--but trying to deny his identity
has both complications and unexpected consequences. TEEN FICTION KONIGSB
LaCour, Nina and David Levithan. You Know Me Well. Mark and Kate sit next to each other in school but are
barely acquainted until they meet at a San Francisco club during Pride Week and connect over each one's forbidden love. TEEN FICTION LACOUR
Lo, Malinda. A daptation. In the aftermath of a series of plane crashes caused by birds, seventeen-year-old
Reese and her debate-team partner, David, receive medical treatment at a secret government facility and become tangled in a conspiracy that is, according to Reese's friend, Julian, connected with aliens and UFOs.
TEEN FICTION LO
Rowell, Rainbow. Carry On. Simon Snow is the worst Chosen One who's ever been chosen. That's what his
roommate, Baz, says. And Baz might be evil and a vampire and a complete git, but he's probably right. Half
the time, Simon can't even make his wand work, and the other half, he starts something on fire. His mentor's
avoiding him, his girlfriend broke up with him, and there's a magic-eating monster running around, wearing
Simon's face. Baz would be having a field day with all this, if he were here -- it's their last year at the Watford
School of Magicks, and Simon's infuriating nemesis didn't even bother to show up"-- Provided by publisher.
TEEN FICTION ROWELL
over

Saenz, Benjamin Alire. A ristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe. Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts to
ask questions about himself, his parents, and his family that he has never asked before. TEEN FICTION
SAENZ
Stevenson, Joelle. Nimona. Nimona is an impulsive young shapeshifter with a knack for villainy. Lord Ballister Blackheart is a villain with a vendetta. As sidekick and supervillain, Nimona and Lord Blackheart are about
to wreak some serious havoc. Their mission: prove to the kingdom that Sir Ambrosius Goldenloin and his buddies at the Institution of Law Enforcement and Heroics aren't the heroes everyone thinks they are. But as small
acts of mischief escalate into a vicious battle, Lord Blackheart realizes that Nimona's powers are as murky and
mysterious as her past. And her unpredictable wild side might be more dangerous than he is willing to admit"-Provided by publisher. TEEN GN STEVENS
Thasher, Maggie. Honor Girl: A Graphic Memoir. “Maggie Thrash has spent basically every summer of her
fifteen-year-old life at the one-hundred-year-old Camp Bellflower for Girls, set deep in the heart of Appalachia. She's from Atlanta, she's never kissed a guy, she's into Backstreet Boys in a really deep way, and her long
summer days are full of a pleasant, peaceful nothing . . . until one confounding moment. A split-second of innocent physical contact pulls Maggie into a gut-twisting love for an older, wiser, and most surprising of all (at
least to Maggie), female counselor named Erin. But Camp Bellflower is an impossible place for a girl to fall in
love with another girl, and Maggie's savant-like proficiency at the camp's rifle range is the only thing keeping
her heart from exploding. When it seems as if Erin maybe feels the same way about Maggie, it's too much for
both Maggie and Camp Bellflower to handle, let alone to understand" -- Provided by publisher. TEEN GN
THRASH
Talley, Robin. W hat W e Left Behind. Toni and Gretchen are the couple everyone envied in high school.
They've been together forever. They never fight. They're deeply, hopelessly in love. When they separate for
their first year at college--Toni to Harvard and Gretchen to NYU--they're sure they'll be fine. The reality of
being apart, though, is very different than they expected. TEEN FICTION TALLEY

Westerfeld, Scott. A fterworlds. In alternating chapters, eighteen-year-old Darcy Patel navigates the New York
City publishing world and Lizzie, the heroine of Darcy's novel, slips into the "Afterworld" to survive a terrorist
attack and becomes a spirit guide, as both face many challenges and both fall in love. TEEN SCIENCE FICTION WESTERF

Non-Fiction
Jennings, Jazz. I am Jazz Jennings: My Life as a (Transgender) Teen. Teen activist and trailblazer Jazz Jennings--named one of "The 25 most influential teens" of the year by Time--shares her very public transgender
journey, as she inspires people to accept the differences in others while they embrace their own truths. TEEN
306.768092 JENNING 2016
Kuklin, Susan. Beyond Magenta: Transgender Teens Speak Out. “Author and photographer Susan Kuklin met
and interviewed six transgender or gender-neutral young adults and used her considerable skills to represent
them thoughtfully and respectfully before, during, and after their personal acknowledgment of gender preference. Portraits, family photographs, and candid images grace the pages, augmenting the emotional and physical journey each youth has taken. Each honest discussion and disclosure, whether joyful or heartbreaking, is
completely different from the other because of family dynamics, living situations, gender, and the transition
these teens make in recognition of their true selves."--Amazon.com, viewed February 12, 2014. TEEN 306.768
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